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Biographical or Historical Note
Jimmy Carter (b. 1924) is a Georgia politician, activist, and philanthropist. He was governor of Georgia from 1971-1975 and president of the United States from 1977-1981. After their presidency, the Carters became prominent philanthropists and activists, founding the Carter Center in 1982. He was a Nobel Peace prize laureate in 2002.

Scope and Content
The collection contains campaign and inauguration materials from the Jimmy Carter 1976 presidential campaign.

Organization Note
The collection is organized chronologically.
Restrictions

Restrictions on access
Unrestricted access.

Terms Governing Use and Reproduction
To quote in print, or otherwise reproduce in whole or in part in any publication, including on the Worldwide Web, any material from this collection, the researcher must obtain permission from (1) the owner of the physical property and (2) the holder of the copyright. Reproduction of any item must contain the complete citation to the original.
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